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1.All lives matter  

All lives matter, black or white  

Justice must be fair and right  

Rule of law should glow bright  

For equality of law let us fight  

To all law and order to be tight; 

No discrimination for colour  

Everyone should get his honour  

Equality and fair play need of hour  

Black, white all are part of the tower  

Society must be like internet browser. 

 

2.Racial discrimination is sin 

Christianity don't encourage discrimination  

Jesus gave his life for human integration  

Caste, creed, colour etc are false division  

Racial discrimination is the biggest sin  

To eradicate it, Jesus would have been keen; 

One world, one human race should be the goal 

All human lives matter is the humanity's call 

If racial discrimination continue, humanity will fall 

Against racism let us build a wall thick and tall 

One day no one will enter the racists ugly hall. 

 

3.Prophets said  

Prophets said that all lives in earth matter  

Even dog, fox, donkey is also our brother  

Their souls are also part of same Father  

Cruelty to living creature is crime and sin 

God's blessings cruel man can never win; 

Every human life in the world are precious  

Discrimination for colour is offence serious  

Racist people are criminals notorious  

For the mankind they are dangerous  
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4.To eradicate racism let's work tremendous. 

Move with courage and confidence  

Move ahead with honesty and courage  

Integrity, confidence should be luggage  

For greed there should not be haulage  

You morality and ethics not for mortgage  

Evil thinking in the mind don't encourage; 

Courage and confidence will give success  

Honesty, integrity golden road to progress  

Without greed you will never face recess  

Your full potential you can freely harness  

No one will bother for your race or dress. 

 

5.Cleanliness  

Cleanliness is minds holiness  

Cleanliness is day to day business  

Cleanliness is also consciousness  

Cleanliness is life's vastness  

Cleanliness enhance kindness; 

Clean your home everyday  

It will give to your life ray 

With positive though clean mind 

Your attitude will be honest and kind 

Happiness in life you will easily find. 

 

6.If you live in poverty  

If you are living in poverty  

Convert it to life's liberty  

Try, soon to attain puberty  

With confidence show solidarity  

Make your companion integrity; 

Poverty can't stop your honesty  

You don't have valuable property  

You are not going to lose monetary  

Honest living should be priority  

Freedom of life is your warranty. 
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7.Bamboo  

Bamboo is known as green good  

In markets easily bamboo can be sold 

In rural life it is material of household  

Matured bamboo is strong and bold 

Bamboo houses are beautiful and cold; 

Biodegradable grass is eco friendly  

Bamboo protect environment boldly  

Rural economy it strengthens solidly  

Delicious recipe is made with bamboo shoot  

Bamboo can be easily cultivated with its root. 

 

8.Give and take  

Approach in the society is give and take  

Otherwise the behaviour of people is fake 

You scratch my back; I will scratch your  

Even love and smiles are not always pure 

For the intention of friends don't be sure; 

Greed and selfishness now order of the day 

How the society will change, no hope of ray 

Only the residue of values is surviving  

The world has become habitat of cunning  

Hope for a better new world diminishing. 

 

9.The world is whole, perfect and complete  

The world is whole, perfect and complete  

Don't think our life is incomplete and little  

Though our life is imperfect and brittle  

To make it perfect make your life simple  

Life is whole, when we are happy couple; 

We are born and living in the perfect world  

So, to make life complete always be bold  

Keep all the misery and pain in the cold 

The better part of the life continuously unfold  

Complete, whole, perfect life glitters like pure gold. 
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10.Poverty and discrimination  

Poverty and discrimination  

We need a good solution  

God failed in their dilution  

Economists gave presentation  

But solution is still in illusion; 

Religion must go to back burner  

Education should be the front runner  

New formula for distribution of wealth  

Nation should also take care of health  

In poverty there should not be any death. 

 

11.Master and slave  

We are not master of nature  

But we did unabated torture  

Destruction become culture  

Now our tyres are puncture  

Nature is doing us torture; 

We must now play role of slave 

Otherwise we have to stay in cave 

To serve nature we should be brave  

Nature will give way if we nicely behave  

If we don't change place, we will be in grave. 

 

12.Pseudo religious  

I dislike pseudo religious  

Better is singer melodious  

Like people who are conscious  

Respect the scientist’s genius  

Love the company of meritorious; 

Pseudo religious are fraud and greedy  

They deceive poor and the needy  

Never they have seen shadow of God  

Only for money with people do fraud 

When they ask money show them road. 
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13.Woman 

Bold and beautiful  

Women are dutiful  

She is very helpful  

Smiling and cheerful  

Rarely she is harmful; 

Though condition is painful  

She maybe tearful  

But She never act wilful  

Beautiful woman plentiful  

Gender inequality is shameful. 

 

 

14.How to avoid depression 

To avoid depression  

Create your impression  

Painting may give satisfaction  

Writing book is a solution  

Play instrument for dilution; 

Talk to your friends freely  

Play football, cricket coolly  

Present your points boldly  

Discuss with counsellors boldly  

You can control depression firmly. 

 

15.Healing  

Healing is pain pealing  

You star good feeling  

Healing is germs nailing  

Disease starts falling  

Attitude helps healing; 

Positivity needed for killing  

Meditation helps sailing  

Negativity pushes to boiling  

Don't allow others for pulling  

Healing will make you smiling. 
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16.Blame  

If you play the game of blame  

Failure you will not be able to tame  

In society, you will earn bad name 

In the end you will face shame  

For success bad is blame game; 

For your failure don't blame father  

For his support thank him rather  

For failure, your role is greater  

Playing blame game don't be smarter  

I am responsible for my failure actually matter. 

 

 

17.All well if ends well  

All well if ends well  

Success story tell  

If defeat people smell  

They will raise warning bell  

You have to go to hell; 

No one will remember your effort  

With winner people will seek comfort  

Defeated warrior no one support  

Your good things no one will export  

If end product is well, everybody will import. 

 

18.Title  

Title is generally hereditary  

It is family’s bond and solidarity  

It is also for someone's identity  

To win title in sports positive mentality  

Sometimes titles are winner’s identity; 

To win more titles people work hard 

Olympic title is life's success card  

Winning world cup you can fly like bird 

Some titles are only feather in the cap 

These titles also enlarge satisfaction map. 
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19.Follow safety measures seriously  

Take safety measures very seriously  

Otherwise Corona will infect notoriously  

It will harm to your lungs dangerously  

People will see your condition curiously  

Some people are spreading rumours falsely; 

Covid19 is a real threat to our mankind  

Vaccine is not yet scientists could find  

The virus may also spread through wind 

Till now masks and sanitiser has to bind  

Follow safety rules, to neighbour be kind. 

 

20.Colour of skin is only like a gown  

Man, maybe white, black or brown  

But same type of brain is their crown  

Red blood is in every body's town  

Without heart everyone will be down 

Colour of skin is only like a gown; 

All colours need air, water and food  

Discrimination for colour is not good  

Black and white two sides of the coin  

Without both, life in world can't join  

Matters can't exist only with one ion. 

 

21.Colour of skin not a choice  

Colour of skin is not a matter of choice  

But you can make beautiful your voice 

Colour is because of nature's random dice 

Discrimination in the name of colour is vice 

Like black, white people also eat wheat and rice; 

Geography and environment made the difference  

In cold weather white people got preference  

In hot and humid conditions black better preference  

Eyes may be blue, black, brown, golden or red 

With same materials, chromosome all are made. 
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22.Make democracy better  

When all lives will matter  

Democracy will be better  

All citizens to be treated equal 

Against discrimination, be vocal 

Equality of law must be global; 

Colour discrimination is worst crime  

To punish racists, democracy's duty prime  

The racism is a crime against humanity  

To eradicate racism show solidarity  

Change of mindset will bring parity. 

 

23.Racist are enemy of humanity  

Who encourage racism are shameless  

Their existence as human is useless  

Though man, they are always heartless  

Their education and knowledge baseless  

One day they will leave world nameless; 

Racism is against teaching of Christianity  

Racist people are man without integrity  

They are the worst enemy of humanity  

To fight against racism is everyone's duty  

No nation should allow racism in their jetty. 

 

24.Farmers can't work from home  

Farmers can't work from home  

Consequence what may come 

Cultivation is not an indoor activity  

To work outside is their day to day duty  

They produce food for the humanity; 

Farmer must plough field on time  

To saw seed timely is their duty prime  

If they wait for Corona, there will be famine  

In future people will not get food and wine  

Yet in poverty farmers suffer, can't shine. 
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25.Farmer's, please work online  

Farmers should also work online  

After Corona economy will be fine 

Free meals everyone will get to dine 

In ration shops no need to make line 

With alcohol we will enjoy online swine; 

Misery of farmers under sun will vanish  

From home all jobs they will easily finish 

With online money their debt will diminish  

Their agricultural products will not perish  

Forever problems of farmers will diminish. 

 

26.Season is changing as usual  

Nothing has changed in world  

Only our lifestyle has become cold  

Misery of poor people remain untold  

In market quickly vegetables can be sold  

A different society Corona has unfold; 

Season is changing as usual with time  

The morning sun is also bright and fine 

People get same taste while drinking wine  

In farms very good is the growth of vine  

But time forced to change lifestyle mine. 

 

27.Farewell to Corona  

The farewell to Corona shall be grand  

Unique will be the departing band  

Every man will clap and stand  

People will hug their good friend  

In lifestyle there will be smiling trend; 

Corona will say goodbye mankind  

Better meaning of life please find  

To the nature always be kind  

I came for the purpose to remind  

The lesson you have learned keep in mind. 
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28.Love for children is a binding force 

When you abandon your own child  

Your heart must be very wild  

Whatever may be the reason  

For the child it is a treason  

The child's mind pushed to prison; 

Love for children is a binding force  

It is mankind's continuity source  

Lord Rama abandoned his wife  

But his children brighten his life  

Abandoning own gene is brutal type. 

 

29.Faith  

Faith is a good prime mover  

In life it is your land rover  

Long distance you can cover  

Faith has amazing power  

God's blessings it can shower; 

Faith in self is the self-confidence  

It helps you to work with persistence  

You can work in life with substance  

Your faith in life is your own ordinance  

Good faith in life is best incidence. 

 

30.Go to garden and shout  

Is life only for food and sex? 

Is government for only to collect tax? 

Life is now burning like candle wax  

Lifestyle is now like outdated fax 

What to gain or lose if days become max? 

Initially we have counted the bad days  

Now not at all excited to see morning rays  

It is uncertain how many months to count  

We may have to count years is also in doubt  

To reduce frustration, go to garden and shout. 
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31.Testing time  

Testing time of mankind  

Humans are determined  

Resilience to be pinned  

Confidence to be hinged  

Writ against virus signed; 

Man, never accept defeat  

Epidemics may repeat  

With vaccine man will treat  

Deadly blow antibody will hit  

Covid19 will take retreat. 

 

32.I am nothing  

In this world I am nothing  

So, always try to do something  

Life's journey is not only eating  

Every stoppage do a meeting  

But never do any cheating; 

Don't waste time sitting or sleeping  

Better work to street children teaching  

For pleasure do a beautiful painting  

Take part in knowledge spreading  

One day society will say, you are good thing. 

 

33.Einstein  

Slow and steady wins the race  

Einstein was not with beautiful face 

He was once denied admission  

But great was his imagination  

So, he could find problems solution; 

Matter and energy duality of nature  

It continued from creation forever  

Simplifying it Einstein changed culture  

Relativity is natural thing known to people  

With his theory Einstein made it simple. 
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34.Block 

When your anger rock  

Someone you block  

Communication you lock  

In future you can't talk  

This is not good work; 

Better you ignore him  

His words will become dim 

To hit you, he will not pin  

He will realise his sin 

To be friendly he will be keen. 

 

35.Silver lining  

Always try to look at the silvery line 

Even at worst situation you will be fine 

You can see the winery in the vine  

Attitude add flavour and taste in wine  

In silver lining remain top number nine; 

If you can see silver lining in darkness  

Soon you are bound to see big success  

Silver lining is the road towards progress  

Many people don't see it during distress  

Try to notice silver line with kindness. 

 

36.Nothing is in our hand 

Nothing is now in our hand 

Sanitiser is our best friend  

Washing hand is the trend  

Habits we have to amend  

Mask is the popular brand; 

We are washing hands without dart  

This proves that we are not smart  

A new lifestyle we are forced to start 

Only food, medicine needed in our cart  

All other things in world seems to be flirt. 
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37.What is God  

The mystery of life is God 

He lives even with tiny tod  

God is the strongest iron rod  

To move, universe need his nod  

He saves the weaker during odd; 

God is the duality of energy and matter  

Through evolution he is doing world better  

For mankind he is considered to be father  

He can cage time in the womb like mother  

In creating the universe, he is the harbinger. 

 

38.Grace of God  

Truthfulness, nonviolence and honesty  

Along with follow the path of amnesty  

You will become good member of society  

Above board will be your integrity  

No need to follow religious nittty-gritty; 

When your integrity is above board  

Life's journey will be on the smooth road  

With religious rituals no need to search God  

Good deeds and purity of mind is above all  

From the grace of God, you will never fall. 

 

39.Every individual matter  

Every individual in life matter  

Greeting them with smile is better  

This will make your life wider  

The journey of life will be easier  

Relationships are hidden treasure; 

People whom you ignore may be important  

In future he may become most significant  

The smile you gave to him will come back  

His heart your old smile will easily hack  

Always smile to people for return gift pack. 
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40.Be grateful  

In moment of joy we forget to be grateful  

For long time achievement it is harmful  

Ignoring the supporting hand is shameful  

If you forget your friends being cheerful  

One day your eyes may become tearful; 

For every small support, help say thank you 

You will get many reliable good friends new  

Gratefulness will make acceptable your view 

In society, your critics will be limited few  

Grateful people shine like mountain dew. 

 

41.Harem  

Women are kept in forced jail  

Anytime anyone can nail  

In the shadow of religion, it sail 

Modernity has failed to derail  

Society should lift the religious veil; 

Some chauvinist men still hail  

In harem gender equality fail  

Brothel and harem two sides of the coin  

Many beautiful lives it forced to ruin  

To femininity harem will always give pain. 

 

42.Throw away fear  

If we can throw away fear  

Friends will be again near 

Together life we can cheer  

No doubt, life is very dear  

Now we must put forward gear; 

Life can't be in lockdown for long 

Our mindset should become strong 

If we become brave, nothing wrong  

Diseases will always move along  

Throw away fear with a sweet song. 
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43.Say no to junk foods  

To make your immunity good  

It is better to eat natural food 

For health junk foods are rude  

Good health is now your proud  

You will be safe in markets crowd; 

Synthetic food destroys our health  

In hospital we spend our wealth  

Pesticide is destroying our liver  

Easily we fall in Corona fever  

With organic food fill your hunger. 

 

44.Need and greed 

Covid19 taught that we have limited need 

Most of the things we want are our greed  

It is the time to spread containment seed 

Mankind will change to a different breed  

We shall be able to eradicate hunger weed; 

Greed is the reason for most of the misery  

We always try to fill our vault and treasury  

Need always have a limited trajectory  

Food, clothes, shelter and love is boundary  

If you can distinguish, you are a visionary. 

 

45.Respect  

Respect is not a matter of right  

To earn it, your past should be bright  

With fellow people don't do fight  

Always spread honesty and light  

Don't bully others with your might; 

Respect is always reciprocal  

With integrity you should be social  

To get respect no need to be vocal  

You may think global, but work local  

For respect, character should be total. 
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46.Public criticism is good for government  

We have right to criticise the government  

In democracy no government is permanent  

Ministers are only temporary public servant 

To win next election they must be vibrant  

In all elections public good will is pertinent; 

Public criticism is for good governance  

To public opinion no need of resistance  

Governments duty is to work with persistence  

Criticising government is not in subordination  

Through criticism people seek their problem solution. 

 

47.Don't wait for tomorrow  

Don't wait to enjoy life tomorrow  

Tomorrow may bring you sorrow  

Money you may have to borrow  

Fly in the sky today like sparrow  

Keep tomorrow to smile and grow; 

Today is the best time to celebrate  

With friends and family integrate  

This beautiful day is not for regret  

To make tomorrow better make target  

The joy of today you will not forget. 

 

48.Every man is intrinsically good  

Every man is intrinsically good  

Situation forced to change mood  

People become corrupt for food  

For survival they cut forest wood  

In winter man can't survive nude; 

Hunger pushes man to be selfish  

Everyday man can't catch fresh fish  

Without money empty will be dish  

Insecurity is a reason for corruption  

For this, social security is a solution. 
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49.Honesty is costly  

Honesty and integrity are costly thing 

They are costlier than the Dimond ring  

Highest satisfaction they can bring  

With clean heart you can easily sing  

You can live holistic life like a king; 

Poor and greedy can't afford honesty  

Honest people can give them amnesty  

Corrupt man is also capable to do charity  

They will not be with honest people's parity 

Honest man will always triumph with clarity. 

 

50.Forgiveness  

Forgiveness is a good nature  

You can release mental pressure 

It also gives you immense pleasure  

Make forgiveness your treasure  

It's value no one can measure; 

With forgiveness you are better creature  

In happiness you can spend your leisure  

For revenge you don't have any desire  

Now a day’s forgiveness is very rare  

With forgiveness let us take society's care. 

 

51.Encounter  

Encounter of politician is criminal  

Encounter of criminal is political  

But encounter of criminal is beneficial  

Eliminating bad elements is social  

Yet all encounters are extra judicial; 

Sometimes close encounters are third kind 

With third person your wife will find 

This type of encounter do not mind 

Otherwise your chapters it may unwind  

Family life will be difficult to bind. 
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52.Whom to blame? 

Our existence in this world is accidental  

For survival we are forced to be social  

To show our existence we become vocal  

But food, cloth and shelter are always focal 

Without wife and children life is not total; 

We don't know where from, why we came  

It is totally an unknown universal game  

Our existence is also uncertain and lame  

Yet we struggle hard for name and fame 

For existence and misery whom to blame? 

 

53.Efforts to survival should be own  

Obstacles are stepping stone  

In life you have to move alone  

You are not anyone's clone  

So, strengthen your backbone  

Make loud your speaking tone; 

The top position is like a cone  

To leg pulling it is very prone  

Efforts to survive should be own  

Otherwise your position will be worn  

For your failure no one will mourn. 

 

54.Say sorry  

When we say sorry  

We close the story  

The fault we don't carry  

Everyone becomes merry 

Say sorry to avoid worry; 

Sorry stop dispute in the bud 

You need not to walk on mud  

In lunch, enjoy your curd  

Saying sorry is attitude good  

You will never become rude. 
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55.Adam and Eve made the mistake  

Adam and Eve made the mistake  

We are carrying the misery basket  

Epidemic Corona is the pain latest  

It is spreading faster than the fastest 

The whole world is now in distress; 

The misery of epidemic is time immemorial  

Its appearance is seeming to be rotational  

Epidemics forced us to become emotional  

No human now loves to become social  

End of mankind will be the pain final. 

 

56.Enjoy your work  

When we enjoy our work  

It becomes tasty like pork  

Can easily remove the cork  

Beautiful becomes the fork 

Problems we can unlock; 

Enjoy your work from the heart  

Every day you can do good start  

Easily you can carry your cart  

You will not feel working dirt  

Everyone will say you are smart. 

 

57.Ghost  

Have you ever seen ghost? 

But lots of people afraid most  

In fear many life were lost  

To witchcraft people pay cost  

For ghost, mind is the host; 

The fear of Covid19 is real 

But becoming ghost unnatural  

The fear for Corona is dangerous  

In the society it's impact will be serious  

Don't allow it to become ghost notorious. 
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58.Friendship Day 

In life good friends are necessary  

Today give them thanks complimentary  

We cannot live a life alone and solitary  

Good friends are jewel in our heart  

Best friend is life's inseparable part; 

When we cry good friends console  

In facing problem, they play a role 

Don't allow mistrust to make a hole 

In friendship it will score suicide goal  

When in doubt, give your friend a call. 

 

59.True friend  

True friend will never stab on your back  

They will not try to monitor your track 

For having good friendship mistrust pack  

To continue relationship, force others to pack 

Your friendship enemy will always try to hack; 

Friendship is mutual understanding and respect  

If it is one sided, soon other one will distract  

Never use friendship for your vested interest  

To work for mutual interest and benefit is best  

When you have few good friends, mind will be at rest. 

 

60.Who is responsible for Islamophobia? 

Who is responsible for Islamophobia? 

Is it the electronic and social media? 

Rather it is because of orthodox people  

The root cause is complex, not simple  

Violence in Arabia spreading the ripple; 

History of violence in Islam is prominent  

Fear psychosis spread in all continent  

Attitude of relics to other religions supplement  

Resistance to save own culture is pertinent  

Spreading of Islamophobia was imminent. 
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61.Washing machine  

Cleaning clothes is now easy  

People get time to be busy  

The days of women become rosy  

Washing machine is gadget cosy  

Earlier washing clothes was lousy; 

Washing machine is helping hand  

In other activities time we can spend  

To wash clothes, we need not bend  

For human comfort it is good trend 

Washing machine is our dutiful friend. 

 

62.We work hard for name and fame  

We work hard for name and fame  

Only to earn food is limited game  

Desire for comfort get the blame  

Without name in life we are lame 

In society without fame we feel shame; 

Money alone can't fulfil human ego  

For visibility in life man need a logo 

Everyone wants to be like Victor Hugo  

To be popular people become pogo  

For fame a long way people can go. 
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6 Let us bloom together 978-93-89696-24-0 Pratishruti Prakashan English 

7 One Night’s Guest 978-93-89696-20-2 Pratishruti Prakashan English 

8 Greedy Animal 978-93-89696-23-3 Pratishruti Prakashan English 

9 Nation First 978-93-89696-22-6 Pratishruti Prakashan English 

10 Indian Oil: The PSU World 978-93-89696-21-9 Pratishruti Prakashan English 

11 Bullet Cholua Suwali Joni 978-93-89696-02-8 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

12 Kobitar Aakash 978-93-89696-03-5 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

13 Jubin Garg Jindabad 978-93-89696-04-2 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

14 Natun Nayiaka Hima 978-93-89696-05-9 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

15 Safal Jajabor 978-93-89696-06-6 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

16 Anishito Jibon 978-93-89696-07-3 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

17 Sisu Hobor Mon Jai 978-93-89696-08-0 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

18 O Mur Obudh Mon 978-93-89696-09-7 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

19 Mon Jai 978-93-89696-10-3 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

20 Jibanta Sobi 978-93-89696-11-0 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

21 Iswaror Bhool 978-93-89696-12-7 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

22 Hepahor Balighor 978-93-89696-13-4 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

23 Adinor Kobita 978-93-89696-14-1 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

24 Durbol Iswar 978-93-89696-15-8 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

25 Jibonor Angka 978-93-89696-28-8 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

26 Lahe Laher Desh 978-93-89696-29-5 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

27 Yudha Ses Howk 978-93-89696-30-1 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

28 Muga Kapur 978-93-89696-31-8 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

29 Jai Ai Asom 978-93-89696-32-5 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

30 Ek Bharat Shesthra Bharat 978-93-89696-34-9 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

31 Asomot Borosun Kolkatat Sati 978-93-89696-35-6 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

32 Moyu Chowkidar 978-93-89696-33-2 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

33 Aasol Bharotiya  978-93-89696-37-0 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

34 Modhuri Khuwa Burha 978-93-89696-38-7 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

35 Multiple Career Choices 81-223-0779-5 Pustak Mahal, New 

Delhi 

English 

36 21st Century Rhymes 81-7987-003-0 Vishav Books, New 

Delhi 

English 

37 Daughters of The Soil 81-87502-17-7 Spectrum English 

38 The Making of a Goddess 81-87502-04-5 Spectrum English 

39 Big Bang to Bill Gates 81-87502-78-9 Spectrum English 

40 Kalpana Chawla: Hissar to Cape 

Canaveral  

81-87502-75-4 Spectrum English 

41 A Complete Guide to Career 

Planning 

978-93-815887-7-2 V&S Publisher, New 

Delhi 

English 
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42 Bhupedda: Bard of the 

Brahmaputra 

978-81-8344-016-5  Spectrum English 

43 Career Option in Medicine & 

Health Care 

No ISBN Mtg Books English 

44 O Mur Moromor Desh No ISBN Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

45 Anishar Kabita No ISBN Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

46 Jowaror Gaan No ISBN Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

47 Samayor Itihas No ISBN Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

48 Korotolo Kamala No ISBN Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

49 Kamala Dolo Nayana No ISBN Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

50 Uroniya Mas (Flying Fish) No ISBN Sanjibon Prakashan  Assamese 

51 Covid 19 E-book Story Mirror English 

52 Corona 2020 E-book Story Mirror English 

53 Lockdown E-book Story Mirror English 

54 Mask E-book Story Mirror English 

55 Swab E-book Story Mirror English 

56 PPE Kit E-book Story Mirror English 

57 Quarantine  E-book Story Mirror English 

58 Beauty of Life E-book Story Mirror English 

59 Survival of the Fittest E-book Story Mirror English 

60 Howdy Modi E-book Story Mirror English 

 


